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Abstract
Efficient and secure in-process isolation is in great demand, as evidenced in the shift towards JavaScript and the recent revival of memory protection keys. Yet, state-of-the-art systems do not offer strong security or struggle with frequent domain crossings and oftentimes intrusive kernel modifications.

We propose Donky, an efficient hardware-software co-design for strong in-process isolation based on dynamic memory protection domains. The two components of our design are a secure software framework and a non-intrusive hardware extension. We facilitate domain switches entirely in userspace, thus minimizing switching overhead as well as kernel complexity. We show the versatility of Donky in three realistic use cases, secure V8 sandboxing, software vaults, and untrusted third-party libraries. We provide an open-source implementation on a RISC-V Ariane CPU and an Intel-MPK-based emulation mode for x86. We evaluate the security and performance of our implementation for RISC-V synthesized on an FPGA. We also evaluate the performance on x86 and show why our new design is more secure than Intel MPK. Donky does not impede the runtime of in-domain computation. Cross-domain switches are 16–116x faster than regular process context switches. Fully protecting the mbedTLS cryptographic operations has a 4 % overhead.

1 Introduction
Memory isolation is a fundamental building block for developing secure systems. Hence, concepts of memory isolation can be found on all layers in the software stack, e.g., via process isolation via separate address spaces. However, recent use cases demand more fine-grained isolation, especially within a process, where traditional process isolation would incur too substantial performance costs. Especially cloud providers are in the process of abandoning process isolation in favor of language-level sandboxing, e.g., via V8 Isolates [16].

Isolation through the V8 sandbox has use cases in the cloud [16], desktop applications [61], and browsers [81]. Unfortunately, JavaScript engines have a huge potential for vulnerabilities, such as memory corruption, incorrect compiler optimizations, type confusion, or erroneous code generation [33, 68, 70], and strong hardware-backed sandboxing is needed. Similarly, native applications may load untrusted (and potentially closed-source) third-party libraries [78], or use a library for certain secure operations. The principle of least privilege would require isolation of such libraries from the rest of the program. However, traditional process isolation is oftentimes prohibitive in practice. Hence, prior work studied more lightweight in-process isolation techniques [14, 15, 30, 35, 44, 50, 51, 56, 72, 82, 85, 89, 94, 99].

In-process isolation mechanisms range from control flow schemes [30], over capability designs [58, 85, 89], to protection key mechanisms operating on memory pages [15, 82, 99] for various architectures [4, 19, 22, 37, 63]. These designs follow either a security-focused approach (e.g., privileged key switches) with oftentimes significant performance impact or favor performance (e.g., fast key switches) at the cost of reduced security. For instance, Intel MPK [19, 46] is fast but allows manipulations of the MPK access policy and, thus, cannot directly be used as a secure sandbox. Instead, prior work uses binary scanning and non-writable code pages to prevent manipulations (e.g., ERIM [82]), complicating sandboxing just-in-time-compiled JavaScript code. If an attacker gains arbitrary code execution, all MPK-based approaches lose their protection guarantees. Others guard their memory access policy via the kernel, which, while secure, demands costly or intrusive kernel interaction and modifications [15, 35, 50, 99]. Finally, existing architectures are oftentimes limited to 16 protection domains [4, 19], and software emulation of more domains has a substantial performance cost [64].

Since existing solutions have different security and performance goals or involve heavy kernel interaction, we identify the following research question and challenge: As the objectives of MPK (high performance) and kernel-based approaches (high security) are seemingly contradictory, can these two approaches be combined? How can protection keys be securely and efficiently managed in userspace?
In this paper, we solve this challenge with Donky, a hardware-software co-design providing strong in-process isolation guarantees based on memory protection keys. Donky offers pure userspace policy management with negligible overhead and full backward-compatibility. Memory pages are dynamically assigned to protection domains, providing strict hardware-backed isolation between domains. Moreover, policy management is entirely decoupled from the kernel and instead delegated to a self-protecting userspace monitor. Donky provides substantially stronger security guarantees than previous designs [82], at a low performance cost.

We demonstrate the versatility of Donky in three realistic use cases: First, we augment the JavaScript V8 engine with isolation guarantees that usually can only be achieved by spawning multiple instances of the V8 engine, \textit{i.e.}, process isolation. Second, we isolate a third-party library from the main program, preventing illegitimate access to the main program’s data, \textit{e.g.}, a parsing library without full access to the program’s address space. Third, we build a software vault using Donky with security guarantees that can usually only be obtained by running the software vault in a separate process.

Our design consists of two components. The first component is a secure software framework to define and handle memory protection domains in userspace, \textit{e.g.}, for just-in-time compiled code or third-party binary code. Its core, a lightweight protection domain monitor library called DonkyLib, exposes Donky functionality, such as secure in-userspace domain switching and modification, to an application developer. We completely outsource system call filtering to a privileged userspace domain to avoid usage of extended Berkeley Packet Filters (eBPFs), which have been used several times for kernel exploitation [77]. Expensive context switches to the kernel are not necessary for switching or modifying protection domains.

The second component of Donky is a small hardware extension. Our full open-source hardware implementation is based on the RISC-V Ariane CPU and evaluated on a Xilinx Kintex-7 FPGA KC705. We also implement an Intel MPK-based emulation mode for x86. We show that a full Donky implementation provides higher security guarantees than MPK-based schemes currently can provide: Donky has a special userspace protection key policy register protected via a hardware call gate. Consequently, we do not need binary inspection or rewriting to guarantee that malicious code cannot change it, unlike all isolation techniques building upon Intel’s current MPK implementation [82], and Donky can shield against arbitrary code execution. We outline hardware changes to Intel MPK for full Donky support.

We provide a thorough performance analysis for our RISC-V-based implementation and also, despite the lower security guarantees, for our emulation mode on x86. We show that the performance cost in both implementations of Donky is negligible when compared to the cost of process isolation and earlier proposals. Finally, we discuss previous work on in-process isolation in detail and find that previous work focused only on some goals of Donky (\textit{e.g.}, only isolating trusted code [15]) or even entirely orthogonal goals like CFI [30]. In summary, our contributions are as follows:

- We propose Donky, efficient userspace memory protection domains, without requiring control-flow integrity, binary inspection, or binary rewriting.
- We provide an open-source implementation\footnote{https://github.com/IAIK/Donky} on a RISC-V CPU, with higher security than MPK-based schemes.
- We repurpose the RISC-V extension for user-level interrupts for managing access policies entirely in userspace.
- We evaluate Donky on V8 just-in-time-compiled JavaScript code and native code. Donky is \textit{1}–\textit{2} orders of magnitude faster than process-based isolation and shows a negligible overhead over no isolation on real-world software.

\textbf{Paper Outline.} Section 2 provides background on RISC-V and protection keys. Section 3 overviews Donky’s design. Section 4 details the software component. Section 5 details the hardware extension. Section 6 evaluates Donky’s performance and security. Section 7 qualitatively evaluates Donky in terms of applicability, performance, and security. Section 8 discusses related work, and Section 9 concludes.

\section{Background}

In this section, we overview RISC-V, virtual memory, existing protection key architectures, and JavaScript JIT engines.

\subsection{RISC-V}

RISC-V is a free and open-source instruction set architecture (ISA). It comprises the unprivileged ISA [28], and the privileged ISA [27]. A set of control and status registers (CSRs) allows configuring the CPU behavior, access performance metrics, and provides additional scratch space for exception handling. CSRs are typically prefixed with \texttt{m}, for machine mode, \texttt{s}, for supervisor mode, or \texttt{u}, for user mode. Exceptions occur upon various occasions, \textit{e.g.}, memory violations. To handle the exception, the CPU switches to machine mode and jumps to the address specified in the trap-vector base-address register (\texttt{mtvec CSR}). Exceptions can be delegated to supervisor mode in the \texttt{medeleg CSR}. The instructions \texttt{mret} and \texttt{sret} are used to return from the exception handler.

RISC-V specifies the so-called “Standard Extension for User-Level Interrupts”, also abbreviated as \texttt{N extension} [29].\footnote{It is currently in draft status for the RISC-V ISA 1.12.} The \texttt{N extension} is intended for embedded systems, and user mode exception handling (\textit{e.g.}, for garbage collection or integer overflows) is only briefly discussed as a potential use case for non-embedded systems (\textit{e.g.}, Unix). The \texttt{N extension} adds the \texttt{utvec} and \texttt{sedeleg} CSRs, amongst others, to delegate exceptions and interrupts directly to user mode handlers without invoking higher privileged code. As with higher privilege
modes, utvec allows for vectorized exceptions, and the uret instruction is used to return from the handler.

Ariane [1, 96] is a 64-bit single issue, 6-stage, in-order CPU, optimized for short critical path length. It implements the RV64IMAC RISC-V ISA and features the M, S, and U privilege modes. Ariane implements v1.10 of the privileged and the working draft of the unprivileged RISC-V ISA v2.3. Thus, it can run Unix-like operating systems.

2.2 Address Translation

Modern 64-bit CPUs typically support 48-bit (recently also 57-bit) virtual address spaces, used for process isolation. For virtual-to-physical address translation, address spaces are mapped in blocks of pages, most commonly 4 KiB. Modern CPUs support multiple levels of translation tables, which are stored in memory. Their entries (also called page-table entries) are cached in the so-called translation-lookaside buffer (TLB). Switching between processes, and thus address spaces, means updating a CPU register to point to a different set of translation tables and flushing the TLB unless it is tagged with an address-space identifier. Via the page-table entries (PTEs), access permissions are managed per page, such that the same physical page may be mapped in multiple virtual address spaces \textit{i.e.}, multiple processes, shared memory), even with different access permissions. Updates to permissions, mappings, or the switching of the address space can only be done by the kernel. Hence, context switches are required for any of these operations to isolate contexts \textit{e.g.}, processes) from each other.

2.3 Memory Protection Keys

Memory protection keys are an extension to page-based memory permissions, allowing to change permissions of memory ranges without the slow kernel-level modification of page tables. Instead, page-table entries are tagged with a protection key, but the permissions \textit{which} the hardware enforces \textit{for} these keys are stored separately. Keys are usually associated with a protection domain \textit{e.g.}, application, library, module), and each (typically virtual) memory region can have one associated key. Processes can have one or more keys assigned \textit{e.g.}, one key per application on System/360) via special registers.

Today’s implementations differ mainly in the number of loaded keys per thread and process, the types of permissions, if the protection key policy register is privileged or not, as well as memory region granularity. The main differences of protection key implementations of some notable hardware architectures are as follows:

\textbf{Intel’s Memory Protection Keys (MPK)} [19] use 4-bit keys stored in the page-table entry, allowing for 15 different domains per process. The corresponding read- and write-disable bits for each key are stored in the \textbf{PKRU} (User Page Key Register) and checked by the hardware upon access. As the \textbf{PKRU} is non-privileged, allowing fast domain-switching in userspace, MPK itself does not provide secure in-process isolation and, to obtain such, has to be combined with other mechanisms (such as CFI and binary scanning).

\textbf{ARM Memory Domains} [4] are defined in ARMV8 for AArch32 but were dropped in AArch64. They use 4-bit domain IDs (keys) in the translation tables and a kernel-mode Domain Access Control Register (DACR) with a 2-bit field per key. With DACR, access can either be denied, enforced at PTE level, or fully allowed, bypassing PTE permissions. Since only the first-level page-table entries contain domain IDs, domain boundaries must be aligned at 1 MB blocks.

\textbf{IBM’s Power} [37] architecture supports 5-bit protection keys, allowing 32 different memory domains. Its privileged (kernel mode) registers (AMR and IAMR) store read, write, and execute permissions for each key.

\textbf{HP PA-RISC} [63] uses 15–18-bit “protection identifiers” with a write-disable bit each stored in privileged control registers. Instead of storing a write-disable bit for each of the keys (which would require a 2^{18} bit register), they have four registers to load one key each.

\textbf{Itanium (IA-64)} [22] is very similar to PA-RISC but provides (at least) 16 registers with 18–24-bit keys each and have additional read- and execute-disable bits as well as a valid bit.

The above hardware designs have various trade-offs. If the protection key policy register can be changed from the userspace using unprivileged operations, domain transitions can be very fast and do not require any kernel interaction. Having a privileged register, however, completely changes the threat model and possible use cases. In this case, the kernel needs to know about the different memory domains, which requires many complex kernel modifications. Existing work based on Intel MPK works around the inherent problem of malicious protection key policy register modification by utilizing additional mechanisms such as compiler-based code rewriting [41], binary inspection [82] and Write-XOR-Execute to ensure there are no unintended writes to the \textbf{PKRU}.

2.4 JIT and JavaScript Engines

Just-in-time compilation (JIT) dynamically compiles interpreted programming languages, \textit{e.g.}, JavaScript, into an intermediate representation (byte code) or machine code. A JavaScript engine manages the tasks of compilation and execution of JavaScript, memory management, and optimization. In the case of V8, which is used in Chrome, Chromium, and Node.js [81], the source code is first compiled into a byte code representation, which is then interpreted and executed. While the code is executed, another component of the engine analyses the runtime and further optimizes the byte code directly into machine code. This requires the code region to be both writable and executable.

Typically, browsers use sandboxing to minimize the attack surface for attackers exploiting vulnerabilities via JavaScript.
with multiple software modules and mixed trust assumptions (cf. Figure 1). Modules can range from small components like individual C++ classes over compounds like plugins or browser tabs to entire binaries and libraries. For the sake of demonstration, we discuss two common scenarios.

Donky supports complex user programs with multiple software modules and mixed trust assumptions (cf. Figure 1). Modules can range from small components like individual C++ classes over compounds like plugins or browser tabs to entire binaries and libraries. For the sake of demonstration, we discuss two common scenarios.

3 Donky System Design

In this section, we define our threat model and present Donky, a hardware-software co-design for strong and efficient memory isolation within a single user process. Donky provides highly flexible and lightweight domains atop of hardware-backed memory protection keys, as visualized in Figure 1.

Threat model. Donky supports complex user programs with multiple software modules and mixed trust assumptions (cf. Figure 1). Modules can range from small components like individual C++ classes over compounds like plugins or browser tabs to entire binaries and libraries. For the sake of demonstration, we discuss two common scenarios.

First, in a sandbox scenario, an application wants to execute untrusted code modules without specific security assumptions. They may contain vulnerabilities that are actively exploited by an adversary, or even run malicious (e.g., user-provided JavaScript) or arbitrary code, such that it issues adversary-chosen system calls or accesses adversary-chosen memory locations. The adversary may repeatedly inject arbitrary instructions at runtime, including WRPKRU. The application encapsulates this untrusted code in a Donky in-process sandbox. Donky shields not only application memory and sandbox transitions but also the system call interface at the discretion of the application. In contrast to ERIM [82], we do not require binary scanning. Also, Donky does not rely on re-compiling programs with CFI. Instead, Donky can sandbox unmodified, pre-compiled binaries. Unlike ERIM, we do not assume Write-XOR-Execute and also support self-modifying code. This enables use cases such as JIT compilation, one of the main applications of Donky, without modifying the JIT compiler to not emit unsafe WRPKRU instructions.

Second, in a vault scenario, an application wants to shield highly sensitive modules such as cryptographic libraries. While not being adversarial, the application wants to enforce the principle of least privilege [69] to reduce the attack surface in case of corruption. For example, the application might be subject to vulnerabilities and exploitation. It might also load other modules (e.g., libc), which themselves are vulnerable or malicious and cannot be securely sandboxed. The application shields sensitive modules in a Donky in-process vault and renounces all access rights to it. Donky enforces memory isolation and call gate protection towards the vault.

We assume that the developer correctly uses Donky. Ill-designed trust relationships, domain interfaces, or system call filter rules [9,31] are out of scope. While DonkyLib carefully validates all untrusted input, we consider confused deputy or corruption attacks [12,36,52,59] out of scope. We assume a trusted code base consisting of DonkyLib, all code that is executed before DonkyLib, and the operating system.

Donky shields not only application memory and sandboxing of runtime compilers for scripting languages such as JavaScript is in great demand [16,80]. Also, Donky, by design, supports the inverse trust model in which sensitive data is safeguarded in a vault via privilege separation.

Figure 1: Donky structures a user process into security domains, orchestrating a set of memory regions. Each region is assigned a unique protection key, and access is controlled via a policy register. Keys can be domain-private to implement software vaults (Dom B), or shared across domains. Limiting a domain’s keys allows to sandbox malicious code (Dom C). The domain monitor manages protection keys, the policy register, and system call filtering. Call gates prevent control-flow attacks across domains.

E.g., in V8, an Isolate is an independent copy of the entire JavaScript runtime environment. Each Isolate has its own code cache, heap, garbage collection, and call stack. Thus, JavaScript code runs in parallel in a separate Isolate within the same process. However, sandbox escapes are still possible by exploiting vulnerabilities in both the JavaScript engine and the sandbox [2,33,70]. An additional security enhancement is to use process isolation, e.g., in the form of site isolation [67].

3.1 Threat model.

While memory protection keys are a powerful building block for in-process isolation, they do not provide proper abstraction for securely shielding software components. In particular, each memory page has exactly one protection key. However, a software component might require multiple protection keys to share memory with other components. To capture this, we use the term “domain” to denote a set of protection keys (and associated memory), their precise usage rights, and their allowed entry points.

By assigning each domain a different set of protection keys, depicted as circles in Figure 1, a variety of trust models can be enforced, as we demonstrate in our use case studies in Section 7. For example, Donky supports sandboxing of untrusted or even malicious code (see domain C in Figure 1). In particular, strong sandboxing of runtime compilers for scripting languages such as JavaScript is in great demand [16,80]. Also, Donky, by design, supports the inverse trust model in which sensitive data is safeguarded in a vault via privilege separation.

Note that this assumption has to be made for any shielding system.
Table 1: Donky API handles protection keys and domains (did), and wraps some standard library calls (*\$\$*).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Donky API function</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dk_init(), dk_deinit()</td>
<td>(De)Initialize DonkyLib</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dk_domain_create(), dk_domain_free(did)</td>
<td>Create/destroy child domain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dk_mmap([did], [key], addr, len, prot ...)</td>
<td>Allocate memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dk_mprotect([did], addr, len, prot)</td>
<td>Protect memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dk_munmap([did], addr, length)</td>
<td>Deallocate memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dk_pkey_alloc(flags, access)</td>
<td>Allocate protection key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dk_pkey_mprotect([did], addr, len, prot, key)</td>
<td>Assign memory a prot. key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dk_pkey_free(key)</td>
<td>Free an unused prot. key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dk_domain_default_key(did)</td>
<td>Get domain’s default key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dk_domain_assign_key(did, key, flags, acc)</td>
<td>Assign prot. key to domain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dk_domain_release_child(did)</td>
<td>Untie child dom. from parent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dk_domain_register_dcall([did], callid, entry)</td>
<td>Register an dcall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dk_domain_allow_caller([did], caller_did)</td>
<td>Allow dcalls among domains</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dk_pthread_create(thread, attr, entry, arg)</td>
<td>Create new thread</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dk_pthread_exit(retval)</td>
<td>Exit thread</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dk_signal(sig, handler), dk_signaction(sig, ...)</td>
<td>Register signal handler</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Listing 1: The Donky API offers intuitive and secure-by-default management of domains and protection keys.

```
// Allocate domain-private memory
void* smem = mmap(NULL, 4096, PROT_READ|PROT_WRITE...);
// Allocate (shared) protection key
int key = pkey_alloc(0, 0);
void* smem = mmap(NULL, 4096, PROT_READ|PROT_WRITE...);
pkey_mprotect(smem, 4096, PROT_READ|PROT_WRITE, key);
// Create child domain & assign shared key
int child = dk_domain_create();
// Donky domain assign_key(child, key, DK_KEY_COPY, 0);
// Register a child dcall we can invoke
dk_domain_register_dcall(child, 1, child_function);
// Disconnect child for principle of least priv.
int child = dk_domain_release_dchild();
// Do dcall
child_function(args);
```

To e.g., tackle programming errors and their exploitation [66] (see domain B). The versatility of Donky’s design supports a variety of intermediary trust models as well, including shared memory (e.g., key K5 is shared between domain B and C) and unprotected legacy code (key K0).

On the hardware side, Donky extends the concept of protection keys with a userspace call-gate mechanism for secure in-userspace domain transitions. This subtle design change solves the non-trivial challenge of combining userspace protection keys with pure userspace key management. Moreover, the hardware call gate intercepts system calls, allowing for efficient in-userspace system call filtering. On the software side, a thin userspace layer called Donky Monitor leverages the hardware call gate for self-protection. Hence, we can safely entrust Donky Monitor with management of domains and protection keys and the interposition of critical system calls. Moreover, Donky Monitor enables fast and secure domain switches via software-defined call gates without kernel interaction (cf. the call into the vault in Figure 1).

In Section 5.1, we prototype Donky on RISC-V and implement it on top of the Ariane RISC-V CPU running on an FPGA, and also discuss lightweight adaptations making Intel MPK fully benefit from Donky. In the following, we show how our Donky design meets the goals of secure and efficient in-process isolation and highlight all involved components.

## 4 Software Design of Donky

In this section, we present the software design of Donky. At its core lies a small handler called Donky Monitor that combines the benefits of a secure hardware call gate with the performance and convenience of pure userspace policy management. Donky Monitor offers a rich software abstraction layer towards application developers via an intuitive Donky API. Also, the monitor safeguards domain transitions via secure in-userspace software call gates, supports traditional multithreading, and dynamic system call filtering.

Our software design is agnostic to the underlying ISA and works both with our full RISC-V implementation, as well as the x86 emulation mode based on Intel MPK. DonkyLib can sandbox code without recompilation or transformations [15, 86], and be easily integrated into existing projects.

**Donky Monitor** is our trusted handler in charge of managing in-process access policies in userspace and securing domains from each other. Unlike previous work [15,35,50,99], Donky domains are a pure userspace concept upheld by Donky Monitor without involvement of the kernel.4

Donky Monitor is invoked for any operation on domains or protection keys. It also safeguards domain switches via dcalls. To protect itself from tampering, Donky Monitor encapsulates its memory in a separate domain, which has access to all other domains. To achieve security, even in the presence of malicious code, a hardware call-gate mechanism ensures that the monitor can only be entered at its defined entry point. Furthermore, requiring the hardware call gate grants the Donky Monitor permission to update the protection key policy register. Outside the monitor, the register is protected, which obviates the need for binary scanning, CFI, and W⊕X [82].

**Software Abstraction Layer.** The Donky API is our software abstraction layer, which expands the POSIX interface with Donky API calls. In particular, it allows to manage domains, protection keys and associated memory, and share keys with other domains. The API also manages software call gates to allow for cross-domain calls denoted as dcalls. Table 1 lists our API, of which we discuss the essentials in the following.

Donky API follows a secure-by-default principle, e.g., new domains are isolated by default, and permissions (e.g., to register dcalls to its memory) have to be explicitly granted to other domains. Also, each domain is automatically assigned a unique protection key used to protect its private memory, e.g., stack and mmap-ed memory (see Listing 1, line 2).

4Note that Donky reuses Linux MPK support “as is” for allocating and assigning protection keys. The kernel is not aware of domains.
XOR-Execute \([82]\) for domain switches. DonkyLib provides well-defined entry points (dcalls) that prevent cross-domain (cf. Figure 1). Furthermore, Donky API distinguishes protec-
is a call or return. It can then decide if the action is allowed
the monitor is provided with the ID and the information if it
addresses to ensure trusted and unforgeable dcalls. At runtime,
desired dcall, such that code can transparently invoke dcalls
generated wrapper code has the same type signature as the
control-flow diversion attacks (lines 11 and 12). Parent do-
may drop permissions for child domains (line 14) to
reduce attack surface, or to implement a secure software vault
mains may drop permissions for child domains (line 14).
set up child domains (line 8) with different permissions, also
other domains. Starting in the root domain, a program can
set up child domains (line 8) with different permissions, also
for cross-domain shared memory. A domain can request new
protection keys (line 4), tag memory areas with them (line 4),
and assign them to other domains for shared memory (line 9).
Domain switches require explicit switching permission and
well-defined entry points (dcalls) that prevent cross-domain
Figure 2: Donky cross-domain dcalls are managed purely
in userspace by Donky Monitor, entered via a hardware
call gate. Donky Monitor switches domains by switching
stacks, updating the policy register (i.e., DKRU), and en-
tering the new domain at a software-registered call gate.
and perform the switch to the target domain, which securely
switches the protection key policy register and the stack.
As shown in Figure 2, wrappers exist for both the call-
ing and the target domain. They are responsible for interact-
ing with Donky Monitor, saving and restoring non-argument
registers before and after a dcall, as well as optionally wip-
registers. This ensures integrity and confidentiality of
CPU registers across domain transitions. We currently pro-
vide macros to auto-generate wrapper code for C functions,
and a C++ template class for wrapping C++ member func-
tions in a dcall. The C++ template class furthermore catches
uncaught exceptions in the target domain, sanitizes them to
avoid information leakage, and re-throws them in the calling
domain. Our wrappers support efficient argument passing via
CPU registers similar to the system call interface. Large data
structures can be passed across domains via shared memory.
Tools such as Intel SGX Edger8r \([21]\) could be repurposed
for automated copying of such data structures across dcalls.
**Multithreading.** Donky natively supports POSIX threads.
DonkyLib assigns threads to the domain that creates them.
Each thread executes in exactly one domain at any point
in time. It can switch domains via dcalls. Domains have
private user stacks per thread, allocated lazily on first use. For
example, in Figure 2, domain A has three threads, of which
the second does a dcall. Since domain B was never entered
before, Donky Monitor allocates a new stack for this thread.
Each thread gets assigned a separate exception stack, which
is protected by Donky Monitor (cf. Figure 2). When invoked,
DonkyLib immediately switches to the exception stack in
low-level assembler. This ensures that multiple threads can
call into DonkyLib. Donky Monitor stores critical thread data
in a protected thread-local storage (TLS) area, which we allo-
cate page-aligned in the static TLS and assign it the private
protection key of Donky Monitor.

**Domain Transitions.** Previous work on memory protection
keys either requires kernel interaction \([15, 99, 99]\) or Write-
XOR-Execute \([82]\) for domain switches. DonkyLib provides
fast and secure domain switches without kernel interaction.
As shown in Figure 2, dcalls are used to call a function in a
different domain and return to the caller again. A dcall invokes
the hardware call-gate mechanism to securely trap to Donky
Monitor, which handles the domain transition. Automatically
generated wrapper code hides interaction with Donky Monitor
from the application developer. This is similar to the code
generation for SGX’s enclave entry points. Moreover, the
generated wrapper code has the same type signature as the
desired dcall, such that code can transparently invoke dcalls
without reordering arguments or return values. DonkyLib
also supports nested dcalls, even across an arbitrary number
of domains (only constrained by stack size).

DonkyLib registers dcall with unique IDs and their entry
addresses to ensure trusted and unforgeable dcalls. At runtime,
the monitor is provided with the ID and the information if it
is a call or return. It can then decide if the action is allowed

\footnote{We interpose functions marked with \(\checkmark\) in Table 1 via preloading (i.e.,
LD_PRELOAD, dlsym) or rewriting symbols with objcopy.}
Signals. Donky is compatible with POSIX signals. It installs a self-protected signal handler for all signals, and registers its own protected signal stack (e.g., using sigaction and sigaltstack). Moreover, Donky Monitor intercepts signal-related system calls to protect its own handler and to allow domains to register their own signal handlers. Donky Monitor dispatches arriving signals to the domain that registered the corresponding handler, if any, and prepares the protection key policy register and the signal stack accordingly. Normally, Donky Monitor retrieves the stack pointer from the context information given to its signal handler. If interrupted in a domain different from the one registering the handler, Donky Monitor obtains the stack pointer from its internal bookkeeping data. If no stack exists yet, Donky Monitor allocates a new stack, similarly to dcalls (cf. Section 4). Donky Monitor also pushes signal-specific arguments onto the stack, ensuring correct operation of domain signal handlers.

5 Hardware Design of Donky

In this section, we present our hardware implementation of Donky on RISC-V. We design memory protection keys from the ground up on RISC-V and repurpose the RISC-V N extension to implement secure call gates in userspace. Furthermore, we describe minimal hardware changes required for Intel MPK to fully support Donky on x86.

5.1 Donky for RISC-V

To evaluate and fully implement Donky on a hardware level, we use the Ariane RISC-V core, a 6-stage, single issue, inorder CPU supporting the RV64IMAC instruction set.

We design memory protection keys for RISC-V, including our protection key policy register and permission checks in the MMU. Furthermore, we augment the Ariane CPU with the N extension and repurpose it to support secure hardware call gates in userspace. As of now, N extension has only been used for securing embedded systems [65] (cf. Section 2). To our knowledge, we are the first to implement and utilize it for securing a non-embedded system. Our Donky exception mechanism not only guarantees the security of memory protection keys itself. It additionally enables lazy scheduling of protection keys, system call filtering in userspace, as well as virtualization of Donky and the N extension.

Memory Protection Keys. Protection keys are configured in the page-table entries (PTE) of a process. RISC-V currently defines two 64-bit virtual memory systems: Sv39 and Sv48, with 39 and 48-bit address spaces, respectively. As shown in Figure 3, both have the upmost 10 bits of a PTE reserved for possible future extensions and to facilitate research experimentation [27]. For Donky, we use these 10 bits for memory protection keys, allowing 1024 different protection keys.

Policy register. Intel MPK keeps the permissions for their 16 protection keys in a single 32-bit register. However, as Donky supports a much higher number of 1024 keys, this is not possible. Instead, we implement key slots, allowing for four simultaneously loaded protection keys in our 64-bit DKRU register (cf. Figure 4). Each key slot holds a 10-bit protection key. Only if a protection key is loaded, its associated memory pages can be read or written. Furthermore, each slot has a write-disabled bit in the upmost slot bit to enforce read-only memory. While previous architectures [22, 63] also supported large keys, Donky only uses a single register and allows pure userspace management of the DKRU register.

We add the DKRU register as a user-mode control and status register (CSR). Thus, DKRU can be, in principle, configured with standard CSR instructions from all privilege levels. The upmost bit of the DKRU register is the so-called monitor bit. If cleared, any access to DKRU is disallowed from user mode (see Figure 4). Thus, by clearing this monitor bit, Donky Monitor can prevent unauthorized alteration of the protection key policy. The monitor bit can only be set again by privileged software or by triggering the hardware call gate into Donky Monitor. Finally, DKRU offers 19 software-defined bits (SW), which Donky Monitor can freely use to store metadata, such as the domain ID. To support multicore systems, DKRU is core-local, as is PKRU for x86.

Donky CPU exception. We define a new CPU exception called Donky exception. It is raised whenever Donky detects a security violation while the monitor bit in DKRU is cleared. This includes memory access checks as well as illegal access to DKRU or CSR’s defined by the N extension. We extend the memory management unit (MMU) of the Ariane core to verify that for any data access, the protection key in the corresponding PTE matches at least one key loaded in DKRU. For store operations, the MMU also checks the corresponding write-disabled bits in DKRU. For backward compatibility, we exempt protection key zero, which is the default value of PTEs, from the above checks.

Hardware call gate and the N extension. The N extension allows the kernel to delegate interrupts and exceptions to a
user mode exception handler via the `sedeleg` CSR. This user handler can be specified via `utvec`. A separate `uscratch` register offers scratch space for setting up an exception stack.

We integrate our Donky hardware call gate into the *N extension* as follows: First, the `utvec` and `uscratch` CSRs cannot be accessed if the monitor bit in the `DKRU` register is cleared. Second, for any delegated user exception, the CPU sets the monitor bit, disabling Donky protection. Third, when returning from the user handler with `uret`, the CPU automatically clears the monitor bit, enforcing protection again. This call gate mechanism ensures the security of Donky Monitor. At initialization, Donky Monitor configures `utvec` to point to its entry point and clears the monitor bit. Since Donky Monitor protects its own memory using protection keys, Donky Monitor can only be invoked at this well-defined entry point by triggering, e.g., a Donky exception. Any other attempt to divert code execution into Donky Monitor will keep the monitor bit cleared and, thus, prevent manipulation of `DKRU` and, consequently, Donky Monitor data.

**Scheduling of protection keys.** If a domain accesses memory for which no protection key is loaded, a Donky exception is triggered that invokes Donky Monitor. Donky Monitor validates whether the access is allowed, and loads the missing protection key into `DKRU`. This happens completely transparent to the domain. To decide which slot to use for the new key, Donky Monitor currently uses a round-robin based technique on key slots 1-3. Slot 0 is always reserved for the domain’s default key. Of course, more sophisticated key scheduling methods can be implemented as well. As our scheduling mechanism purely operates on userspace data structures, it does not need expensive kernel invocations to schedule keys and permissions in the PTEs [64].

**Syscall filtering in userspace.** Donky supports lightweight system call filtering entirely in userspace. On RISC-V, system calls are triggered via the `einvoke` instruction, which throws a dedicated exception. We use the same *N extension* delegation mechanism (sedeleg) to delegate these system call exceptions directly to Donky Monitor. If the monitor bit is set, however, the system call is forwarded to the kernel. This allows Donky Monitor to do actual system calls.

Note that, while part of our design, our proof-of-concept prototype does not use system call delegation but instead uses a small kernel module to enforce system call interposition. This simplifies the evaluation of our x86 emulation mode.

**Virtualization.** Donky supports virtualization of the `DKRU` and the *N extension* CSRs. As long as the monitor bit is cleared, all accesses to the corresponding CSRs are blocked. Instead, they raise a Donky exception that traps to Donky Monitor, allowing it to emulate the desired behavior of both, `DKRU` and the *N extension*. This is in line with RISC-V’s trap-and-emulate approach to, e.g., implement missing hardware extensions in software. Hence, other schemes can utilize the *N extension* or protection keys for their own purposes without knowledge of Donky, e.g., to achieve CFI [41].

**Linux support.** The Linux kernel already supports the RISC-V ISA. However, it does not support its *N extension* yet. We extended the Linux kernel 5.1 with our modified *N extension* and have ported the memory protection key feature, which already existed for other architectures. For this, we added all registers necessary for the *N extension*, as well as `DKRU`, to the relevant per-thread kernel structs used during context-switch. The kernel also delegates Donky exceptions to the userspace by configuring `sedeleg`. In total, 700 LoC were changed to support Donky on RISC-V.

**Hardware Utilization.** The total utilization of our modified Ariane RISC-V CPU on our evaluation board is 69 321 LUTs (+1.85 %) and 51 395 FFs (+0.94 %) to the unmodified CPU. The increase is due to the CSRs of the *N extension* as well as our `DKRU` CSR, and the corresponding control logic.

### 5.2 Extension to Intel MPK

Intel MPK lacks a mechanism for safeguarding its protection key policy register. The `PKRU` register can be changed by anyone via the unprivileged `WPKRU` instruction. Thus, MPK does not provide the same security as Donky, and schemes using it impose limitations (CFI, We/X, and binary scanning).

We propose the following adaptations to make MPK benefit from Donky. Similar to RISC-V, we propose a secure hardware call gate to a trusted handler (Donky Monitor), which safeguards access to `PKRU`. This can be achieved by having one additional Donky Handler Register (DKHR), similar to `utvec`, specifying the handler address. Two new instructions allow entering and exiting the handler. The `DENTER` instruction acts similarly to `SYSENTER`. It enables write access to the `PKRU` and jumps to the address in `DKHR`. The register `rcx` will contain the return address (i.e., the address following `DENTER`). Similar to `SYSCALL`, `DRET` returns to the previous code (stored in `rcx`, and disables write access to `PKRU`.

We propose using the top-most bit of `DKHR` as the monitor bit to control write access to `PKRU` as well as `DKHR`. It is set and cleared by `DENTER` and `DRET`, respectively. The monitor bit also decides if MPK access violations should be triggered and delegated to `DKHR`. This is required to permit Donky Monitor to access all application memory. `DKHR` exists per core, and the operating system saves and restores it at context switches. New processes automatically have the top-most bit set, so that they can set up `DKHR` themselves. This also provides backward compatibility for programs unaware of `DKHR`.

While x86 does not have a native system call delegation feature like RISC-V, it could be implemented via a hypervisor. However, for better performance, we envision a lightweight hardware extension similar to our RISC-V design: while the monitor bit is set, syscalls should be delegated to the monitor.

**More keys.** MPK currently only uses 4 PTE bits, supporting 16 protection keys. Since PTE bits 46-51 are reserved for future use, they could be repurposed to support 1024 keys. The same key slotting, as in Figure 4, could be used for `PKRU`. 
6 Security and Performance Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate both the security of Donky, as well as its performance using both micro and macro benchmarks.

6.1 Security Evaluation

The security of Donky is built on several layers. First, the security of its building blocks, i.e., memory isolation, call gates, and kernel interaction via system calls and signals. Second, the security of Donky Monitor, its API, and dcalls. And third, the security of a concrete application leveraging Donky. We defer the latter to our case studies in Section 7.

Hardware Call Gates. We prevent code-reuse attacks on Donky Monitor as it can only be legitimately entered via a hardware call gate. Donky exceptions are delivered to this call gate, and the CPU enables the monitor bit inside DKRU.

Note that for Donky and Intel MPK, code fetches are not subject to protection key checks, as opposed to read and write data accesses. However, this is not a security issue. If a domain jumps into Donky Monitor code, it cannot manipulate DKRU, utvec, and uscratch since the monitor bit in DKRU is still cleared. Moreover, it cannot access Donky Monitor data since it uses a different protection key. Exempting code fetches from protection key checks simplifies code sharing across domains and also allows implementing execute-only memory [97]. As our threat model already considers arbitrary code execution, access to more code does not weaken our security guarantees.

System Calls and Signals. A third building block is to safeguard kernel functionality, i.e., system calls and signals that allow bypassing Donky. Donky interposes system calls by redirecting them to Donky Monitor such that a malicious domain cannot bypass it. For our prototype, we implement a traditional approach, blacklisting dangerous system calls directly in the kernel unless issued by Donky Monitor. For RISC-V, we describe a hardware mechanism to interpose system calls without kernel involvement. Donky Monitor filters system calls based on two criteria. First, it constrains syscalls to uphold domain isolation. Second, an application can install arbitrary domain-specific system call filters, similar to seccomp. Definition of appropriate filter rules is crucial for any domain isolation scheme, yet an orthogonal problem to study (e.g., boomerang attacks [52]). To demonstrate feasibility, our prototype filters memory-related system calls (e.g., mmap, mprotect) to only operate on memory of the current domain.

Our prototype does not yet implement signal handling, as this is merely an engineering effort. Since our use case studies do not strictly demand signals, this has no effect on performance. Nevertheless, we argue why signal handling with Donky can be implemented securely. First, Donky Monitor can protect the signal origin by only accepting signals from the kernel, discarding fake ones (i.e., induced by malicious code jumping into the monitor’s signal handler). Since Linux drops PKRU privileges to protection key zero during signal dispatch, which malicious domains cannot achieve, this boils down to a simple PKRU check. Second, signal delivery is safeguarded by interposing the registration of signal handlers and loading the correct stack and protection key policy register. Third, interruption of Donky Monitor itself (e.g., via asynchronous signals) is not a security issue when using its own protected signal stack and blocking normal Donky API calls and dcalls for the interrupted thread until signal handling is finished.

Donky Monitor. The above building blocks guarantee the security of Donky Monitor, which is the base for all security services offered by the Donky API. For domains, Donky Monitor stores critical domain metadata in its internal protected data structures, and per-thread information is kept in protected thread-local storage. Donky Monitor carefully validates all untrusted input given to Donky API to avoid confused deputy or corruption attacks [12, 36]. Furthermore, we ensure that stack pointers are within a domain’s memory before accessing it inside Donky Monitor.

Donky API. The expressiveness of Donky API allows to represent a variety of protection models, e.g., hierarchical sandboxing, vaults, shared memory, and mutual distrust. To study the concrete security guarantees of a program using Donky is a research field on its own, and a general statement cannot be made. One could, for example, analyze concrete security properties as a sequence of graphs via the take-grant model [49]. Since this is orthogonal to our work, we will focus on the security of our use case scenarios from a programmer’s perspective instead, which we defer to Section 7.

We informally describe Donky API rules in terms of the take-grant model. Donky API is designed such that domains can only handle their own resources. These resources include a domain’s memory, protection keys, call gates as well as its child domains. A domain can request new resources (create rule), constrain their usage (remove rule), grant permission to other domains (grant rule), but not access foreign resources (limited take rule). The grant rule allows domains to open up its call gates to other domains, or share their protection keys. The remove rule fosters the concept of least privilege by dropping ownership of protection keys, reducing their usage rights, or releasing a parent-child relationship. Unless released, a parent domain can always act on behalf of its child domains. The limited take rule only allows elevating privileges on resources for which a domain already has ownership. For example, if a domain owns a protection key, it is eligible to reprotect the associated memory, e.g., from read-only to read-write (mprotect system call). For granting another domain read-only access to its memory, a domain would create a copy of the associated protection key without ownership.

Secure dcalls. Domain transitions via dcalls demand proper stack management and handling of CPU registers. On the one hand, DonkyLib maintains the call stack abstraction to prevent domains from returning from a dcall that has not been called [12]. We do so by pushing metadata on the caller
stack inaccessible to the target domain upon each dcall. Thus, Donky Monitor can verify its validity when the target domain attempts to return. On the other hand, a target domain might violate the calling convention defined by the application binary interface (ABI) and corrupt callee-saved registers. Our call wrapper ensures that these registers are restored. Furthermore, the call wrapper optionally erases non-argument registers upon a dcall to avoid information leakage towards the target domain. Similarly, to prevent information leakage to the calling domain, the target wrapper optionally erases the non-return-argument caller-saved registers before returning.

**Spectre attacks.** Although Spectre attacks [40] are outside our threat model, Donky can also reduce the attack surface by means of protection keys on Meltdown-resilient systems [13,48]. Kiriansky et al. [39] proposed to use Intel MPK to mitigate Spectre attacks by shielding sensitive data with a separate protection key. We reproduced this result with DonkyLib by constructing a Spectre V1 gadget that leaks a secret but is blocked as soon as protection keys are enforced. Therefore, Donky reduces the attack surface of Spectre attacks significantly, just as process-based isolation (e.g., site isolation [67]) at significantly lower domain switch costs.

### 6.2 Performance Evaluation

Donky’s performance is characterized by the domain switch latency and the execution speed of isolated code and system call interposition. We used microbenchmarks to measure the domain switch latency and macro benchmarks to measure the performance impact of isolated code. The performance of real-world applications is evaluated in Section 7.

**Setup.** We evaluated the performance on three different machines (1) an Intel Xeon 4208 running at 2.1 GHz and with 16 GB RAM, (2) an Amazon AWS c5.2xlarge instance with an Intel Xeon 8275CL running at 3.6 GHz and 16 GB RAM, and (3) our modified Ariane RISC-V CPU running on Xilinx Kintex-7 FPGA KC705 at 50 MHz. We use the Linux kernel version 5.0.0 for (1), 5.3.0 for (2), and 5.1.0 for (3) in its default configuration. Our microbenchmarks measure the latency in CPU cycles and compare it to the system call latency measured using LMbench [54].

**Code size.** DonkyLib consists of 2693 lines of C code and 34 lines of generic assembly macros, as measured by sloc-count. RISC-V adds 605+272, and our x86 implementation 516+226 lines of C and assembly code, respectively. This includes extensive error checks and debugging code.

**Latency.** Figure 5 shows Donky latencies relative to a null system call, as this represents the lowest possible time a kernel-based protection mechanism would need to switch domains. We ran each test 1000 times and plotted the mean runtime as well as the standard deviation. Simple Donky API calls to DonkyLib take 160 cycles ($\sigma = 1.4\%$) on RISC-V, as opposed to the getpid system call taking 724 cycles ($\sigma = 1.9\%$), as DonkyLib only needs to prepare its stack and
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**Table 2: Hardware-based In-process Isolation Systems**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheme</th>
<th>dcalls/syscall (dcall cycles)</th>
<th>CPU (Linux) kernel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>lwC [50]</td>
<td>n.a. (3330*)</td>
<td>Xeon X5650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x86-Rings [44]</td>
<td>&gt;2x (n.a.)</td>
<td>FreeBSD11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vmfunc [51]</td>
<td>&gt;2x (n.a.)</td>
<td>17-4770/AMD1800X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHERI [88] C</td>
<td>n.a. (500)</td>
<td>2.8x (2136)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDEMs [85] C</td>
<td>0.1x (30)</td>
<td>2.8x (2136)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGX [41]</td>
<td>71x (7664)</td>
<td>2.8x (2136)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARMLock [99]</td>
<td>2.6x (385*)</td>
<td>2.8x (2136)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shreds [15]</td>
<td>41.7x (n.a.)</td>
<td>2.8x (2136)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERIM [82]</td>
<td>0.65x (99)</td>
<td>2.8x (2136)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donky α</td>
<td>2.8x (2136)</td>
<td>2.8x (2136)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donky γ</td>
<td>2.8x (2136)</td>
<td>2.8x (2136)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donky α</td>
<td>2.2x (455)</td>
<td>2.8x (2136)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donky γ</td>
<td>0.3x (428)</td>
<td>2.8x (2136)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* CCapabilities † Enclave ‡ Protection keys * Computed from CPU freq.
* Domain switch via kernel † No full context switch * Instrumentation/CFI
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Figure 5: Donky latency for domain switches, compared to system call latency (LMbench).
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Save a few registers. Due to the low latency, performance numbers vary across CPUs and Linux kernel versions. On Xeon 8275CL, simple API calls are even eleven times faster than a system call. To measure a single domain switch, we tested the latency of returning from a dcall to its caller (i.e., the dashed lines in Figure 2). To measure an isolated function call, we tested a full dcall that returns a static value (i.e., the solid and dashed lines in Figure 2). Their runtime is dominated by the domain switches, which include register saving and stack switching, alongside several security checks. Still, dcall can compete with the fastest possible system calls. On RISC-V, it takes 2.8x the time of a null system call. For our Xeon 4208, it is 2.2x, while on a Xeon 8275CL CPU used in Amazon Web Services, it is even 66.9% faster than a null system call. When compared to a full process context switch, as reported by LMbench, Donky is even 16–116x faster, making it a viable alternative for process-based isolation mechanisms.

**Comparing against related work.** Table 2 compares isolated function calls (dcalls) to other in-process schemes, according to their reported numbers. We collect the dcalls/syscall
ratio and raw dcall cycles to highlight architectural differences. Donky easily outperforms OS-based schemes [44, 50]. While virtualization seems to achieve good performance [51], the numbers only report overhead for switching translation tables, i.e., extended page tables, but do not prepare stacks or CPU registers necessary for a full dcall. Although the performance of capability-based systems is compelling [85, 88], they require significant changes to both hardware and software. SGX has a different threat model, protecting enclaves from malicious operating systems [41]. Other protection key systems either require significant kernel support for domain switches, instrumentation+CFI+W⊕X, or both [15, 82, 99]. Especially CFI enforcement adds significant runtime overhead [82] not shown here, as opposed to Donky. ARM discontinued protection key support, whose domain switch overhead could compete with Donky [99] at the expense of kernel changes.

**Syscalls.** To benchmark system call interposition on x86, we run LMbench once with and without our system call blacklisting kernel module. We could not observe measurable overhead even for the fastest Null system call, i.e., the overhead is below the variance. Triggering a blocked system call outside Donky Monitor terminates the application. To evaluate the performance overhead of our proposed RISC-V system call delegation, we benchmark the most restrictive sandboxing filter rule that denies all system calls for the sandboxed domain while allowing them for the root domain. As Donky Monitor can check the domain ID in optimized assembly, the overhead is only 30 cycles (13 instructions), compared to an unfiltered syscall. Thus, on RISC-V, the fastest system call (null system call) is slowed down by even 3.7%.

**Computation.** To test the impact of Donky on computation intense workloads without domain switches, we ran the SPEC CPU 2017 intspeed [73] benchmark suite. Since SPEC is long-running, it recommends three runs. To increase significance, we used ten runs. We preloaded DonkyLib with `LD_PRELOAD` and `LD_BIND_NOW`, which initializes itself upon process start and wraps the entire benchmark in a single domain. For comparison, we ran SPEC natively with `LD_BIND_NOW` to avoid bias. As expected, Figure 6 shows that the isolated code runs de-facto at the same speed as native code. The geometric mean runtime overhead for the Xeon 8275CL is -0.16% (σ = 0.91%) and 0.10% (σ = 0.32%) for the Xeon 4208. Due to its high memory requirements, we could not run SPEC on our RISC-V platform.

![Figure 6: Normalized SPECint 2017 score, isolated with Donky. (Higher is better.)](image)

**Memory overhead.** DonkyLib uses metadata for managing domains, which mainly consist of an exception stack for each thread (i.e., 64 KiB), a stack for each actively used thread-domain combination (i.e., with the system’s default stack size), and static domain data. This static data includes a list of memory regions along with their permissions and owners and a list of domains with their protection keys and trust-relationships. For 256 domains, each with at most 4096 memory regions, 1024 keys, and 256 threads, this amounts to 2 MiB of static data. Of course, these numbers could be optimized, e.g., by dynamically allocating only as much as is needed.

### 7 Case Studies

In this section, we evaluate three different real-world use cases. First, we modify the JavaScript engine V8 to provides strong Donky isolation, similar to process isolation (e.g., site isolation). Second, we sandbox the XML-parsing library TinyXML-2 [45], without changing the library. Third, we isolate the cryptographic library Mbed TLS without changing the library.

#### 7.1 Case Study 1: Strong JavaScript Isolation

JavaScript engines have a huge potential for vulnerabilities, such as memory corruption, incorrect compiler optimizations, type confusion, or erroneous code generation [33]. The popular V8 JavaScript engine already uses so-called Isolates for separation, where an Isolate is one instance of a JavaScript runtime environment. While V8 Isolates already encapsulate all the required data, there is no hardware-enforced isolation. Hence, typical exploits escape V8 Isolates by injecting shell-code in their writable code cache [70], and previous work enforced a W⊕X policy [64]. However, advanced sandbox escapes are still possible [33, 68].

In V8, WASM memory is writable and executable by default [79], allowing for the same injection attacks as on the code cache. As a first layer of defense, we use Donky to enforce a W⊕X policy on WASM memory. Furthermore, we add in-process isolation to V8 by encapsulating each Isolate in a separate domain. That is, each Isolate is assigned one domain key. Thus, even if an Isolate gains arbitrary code execution, it is sandboxed in its domain.
We modify V8 (version 8.1.99) to use one allocator per Isolate instead of a global allocator. These per-Isolate allocators leverage DonkyLib to allocate memory with the domain key of the Isolate. The root domain (A) creates Isolates and sets up protection keys and call gates. If a script is executed, the root domain dispatches the script execution to an Isolate, and we switch execution into its domain (B) (see Figure 7). In V8, the WebAssembly (WASM) engine is shared between Isolates. Thus, we create a separate WASM allocator with an additional protection key (K3). Since WASM compilation happens in the root domain, we give the Isolate a read-only copy of its key (K3). Hence, a compromised Isolate cannot use WASM memory to inject custom shellcode. Even if it gains arbitrary code execution, the Isolate cannot access the root domain, since it does not have access to the root key (K1). Only a total of 358 LoC were changed in the V8 engine.

**Evaluation.** To evaluate sandboxing of V8, we run three JavaScript benchmarks, namely Octane, Kraken, and SunSpider 500 times each. Note that the recommended number of repetitions is 10 for Octane, 100 for SunSpider, and 80 for Kraken [81]. Figure 8 shows the overall scores. In total, there is a performance overhead of 0 to 2%.

WASM memory corruption is prevented by making its memory writable only by the root domain. To evaluate it, we ported a standard C benchmark program [76] to WASM and measured the overhead between DonkyLib and the original unprotected code. We looped the setup of the WASM program and the calculations 100 times internally to produce WASM memory allocations, with 100 test repetitions, thus giving 10 000 repetitions of the experiment. In total, we observe a runtime overhead of about 2.96% ($\sigma = 1.02\%$).

To evaluate the security of our Donky V8 sandboxing, we model a strong attacker by providing an arbitrary read and write primitive accessible as global JavaScript functions. We simulate an exploit by performing reads and writes on memory that is not owned by the Isolate’s domain. As expected, all memory corruption attempts on memory that is not explicitly assigned to the Isolate domain fail. Since unprotected memory (key zero) might still be vulnerable, one would also protect memory outside V8 from corruption by means of Donky.

### 7.2 Case Study 2: Third-Party Library

In the second case study, we consider an untrusted third-party library. In the threat model, we assume that the third-party library contains a vulnerability that can be exploited for arbitrary code execution. As this is often the case for parsing-related activities, we show that Donky can isolate TinyXML-2 [45], an XML-parsing library.

To sandbox the library, we wrap the XMLDocument andXMLElement classes behind Donky dcalls. As these wrappers only call the original methods and handle the domain switch, they can be generated fully automated, similar to SGX Edger8r. Hence, the only difference for an application developer is a different name for the base class. This case study consists of 105 LoC and uses the unmodified TinyXML-2 library. We provide it as part of our open-source code.

**Evaluation.** To evaluate the security benefits of sandboxing TinyXML-2, we introduce an artificial vulnerability in the library. Donky prevents the library from manipulating any data structures in the host domain, such as the stack. We verified that any such access to host data structures leads to an immediate abortion of the application. Hence, the library cannot mount return-oriented programming attacks on the host, as this can be done from SGX enclaves [71], for example.

### 7.3 Case Study 3: Library as a Vault

In this case study, we show a different threat model, where DonkyLib protects a library from the rest of the application in a vault. We use Mbed TLS, a cryptographic library, with cryptographic keys as the assets to protect. In the threat model, we assume a vulnerability in the host application, which allows arbitrary memory reads, similar to the Heartbleed bug [93].

We isolate Mbed TLS in its own domain and expose all functions as dcalls. The host application can provide a custom
memory allocator to Mbed TLS. By providing the memory management functions from DonkyLib, we ensure that all internal data structures and states of the library are protected with the same domain key. Furthermore, all cryptographic secrets are allocated using DonkyLib to protect them with the same key as the library. Cryptographic secrets are protected from the host application and are only modified through the API, resulting in a strong protection of these assets.

**Evaluation.** To evaluate the performance impact of the isolation using DonkyLib, we use Mbed TLS’s integrated benchmarking suite [5]. We added 95 LoC to the benchmark, which then uses the unmodified Mbed TLS library.

Figure 9 shows the overhead when using the cryptographic functions on a 1 KiB block of input data, which is the default choice. Internally, the benchmark runs for 1000 iterations for each cipher. We ran this experiment 10 times, resulting in a total number of 10 000 repetitions, and plotted their mean values as well as the standard deviations across the 10 runs. As a baseline, we use the performance of the unprotected Mbed TLS library. We group similar cryptographic functions (e.g., same algorithm but different key size) by summing up their respective runtimes. With a throughput of 96 % (geomean) compared to the unprotected version, the performance impact of Donky is minimal. Even the fastest operation (Poly1305), i.e., the function requiring the most domain switches, has only a small throughput reduction of 15 %.

To account for different block sizes, we compared Donky with process-based isolation by isolating Poly1305 using both techniques. We chose Poly1305 as it does most domain switches. Other algorithms would show significantly less overhead. For process isolation, we used a semaphore and shared memory for synchronization and pinned both processes to the same CPU core. As shown in Figure 10, at a block size of 16 Bytes, process-based isolation runs 42–118x slower, while Donky is only 2.9–4.7x slower.

8 Discussion

In this section, we discuss limitations as well as future work and elaborate on related work.

8.1 Limitations and Future Work

**Static Limits.** Our prototype uses statically allocated arrays to store its metadata, which poses an upper limit on the number of domains, memory regions, and keys. To overcome these limits, one could dynamically allocate Donky Monitor’s memory. Moreover, Donky is limited to 16 protection keys for x86 and 1024 for RISC-V. If an application needs more keys, one could schedule protection keys, as done by [64]. Alternatively, one could resort to weaker probabilistic protection by reusing protection keys. We prototyped a virtualization scheme that hands out protection keys marked for virtualization multiple times. One could also increase the number of keys supported by the hardware, as mentioned in Section 5.

**Availability.** DonkyLib is designed for security and, in-line with related shielding technologies, e.g., Intel SGX, denial-of-service attacks are possible. One could retrofit DonkyLib with safety guarantees, e.g., by limiting the number of protection keys a domain can allocate, or rate-limiting the API calls.

**Thread-Local Storage.** Previous work largely ignores the security of the TLS across domain switches. While Intel SGX is a notable exception, we believe more research is needed. SGX switches the TLS at enclave entry and exit, and Donky could similarly swap the TLS pointer for dcall. However, SGX enclaves are built as standalone libraries without external dependencies, and code is never shared across domains. It is unclear whether and how secure code reuse across domains is possible, should this code make use of TLS.

8.2 Related Work

**Software-based Approaches.** Software Fault Isolation (SFI) schemes [24, 26, 53, 72, 86, 95, 98] use CFI and binary rewriting to confine sandboxes to a restricted memory area. In comparison to SFI, our context-switching overheads are higher, but the overhead within a domain is lower. Furthermore, Donky’s threat model is stronger. We can isolate unmodified code without enforcing the control-flow integrity of isolated code. Because CFI usually requires $W \oplus X$, it cannot easily support self-modifying code. This is a clear advantage for Donky. Also, some CFI schemes only offer probabilistic protection [42].

NaClJIT [3] adds SFI to a JIT compiler with a runtime overhead of 50 to 60 % for V8. Other works [7, 10, 35, 50, 74] rely on substantial kernel modifications to provide isolation between domains, such as, e.g., separate address spaces for threads [35, 87].

NaCl [95] and Dune [7] can provide similar software-based system call filtering as Donky. However, in contrast to NaCl, Donky provides a mechanism to enforce these filters even when the application manages to break out of its SFI/CFI sandbox. Compared to Dune, Donky addresses multiple in-process compartments not only on a thread boundary. Also, Donky’s syscalls are significantly faster than Dune’s.

**Hardware Protection Key Approaches.** ERIM [82] uses MPK for in-process isolation. Unlike Donky, they demand binary scanning and rewriting, alongside $W \oplus X$. While they defer setting up private stacks to the developer, DonkyLib provides them by default. ERIM’s binary rewriting could be integrated into a JIT compiler. However, it may lead to crashes if the compiler accidentally emits unsafe $WRKYRU$ instructions. Also, the performance and implementation costs to adapt JIT compilers accordingly is unclear. However, NaClJIT [3] could serve as a starting point for further research. Koning et al. [41][6][41][E.g., Donky Monitor could update the RISC-V $t_p$ register, which is otherwise protected by the monitor bit in $DRKR$.]
survey different hardware isolation mechanisms such as Intel MPK and isolate safe regions (e.g., shadow stacks) atop of them. libmpk [64] schedules protection keys for Intel MPK via expensive PTE updates if more than 16 keys are used.

ARMLock [99] implements an in-process isolation framework using ARM’s Memory Domains [4]. Binary scanning is not required on ARM, as their protection key policy register cannot be written in userspace. ARMLock implements domains in the kernel, which increases the attack surfaces and likely impedes wide adoption. Also, ARM removed Memory Domains on 64-bit architectures. In contrast, Donky manages domain metadata and domain transitions entirely in userspace, which allows for faster inter-domain calls.

Shreds [15] uses ARM’s Memory Domains to isolate so-called shreds from the rest of an application. They do not support the sandboxing scenario, demand recompilation of in-shred code, and a coarse-grained CFI policy. Different shreds cannot easily share data. Protection keys are lazily switched during context switches using an expensive page-table walk. Apart from [41, 64, 82], others did not open-source their code, hindering further research. We open-source both DonkyLib and our RISC-V hardware.

**Trusted Execution Environments.** Intel SGX [20], ARM TrustZone [60], Sancus [62], and proposed RISC-V extensions [23, 43] protect against a malicious operating system. However, they require extensive hardware modifications, and communication between domains is typically slow.

Intel SGX [20] runs code in so-called enclaves, which only allow an asymmetric trust model [90], in which an enclave has access to the entire process. Furthermore, they have a higher performance overhead [91]. Recent work used MPK to also protect the host application from the enclave [90] or to provide additional privilege separation within an enclave [55].

**Compartmentalization.** Decomposing software to run in isolated compartments is an orthogonal problem. Previous work aids in finding suitable isolation boundaries, but splitting up existing software is still a hard problem [11, 34, 51, 83, 84]. Choosing an isolation boundary is always a trade-off between fine isolation granularity and minimizing switching overhead and, hence, it often cannot be fully automated. RLBox [59] identifies such compartmentalization boundaries in Firefox and designs secure interfaces. Furthermore, they automatically sanitize pointers across compartments to prevent confused deputy attacks. In contrast, Donky provides a strong, generic isolation framework RLBox could use to enforce their compartmentalization.

9 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed Donky, a hardware-software co-design solution for secure and efficient in-process isolation. It provides strong isolation guarantees with a negligible performance impact. It is fully backward compatible with existing software libraries and dynamically generated code (e.g., JIT). Donky relies on a small hardware extension of memory protection keys to back the security guarantees of our software framework called DonkyLib. We presented a fully working implementation on a RISC-V processor and showed that Donky can be implemented on top of commodity x86 processors with a minimal hardware extension. Our trusted monitor runs entirely in userspace, thus minimizing switching overhead as well as kernel complexity. DonkyLib works on both x86 and RISC-V CPUs and provides pure userspace domains atop protection keys through an intuitive API.

Donky combines the high performance of MPK with the security of kernel-based schemes. Donky cross-domain switches are 16–116x faster than process context switches and have only 4% overhead compared to fully unprotected mbedTLS cryptographic operations. We support self-modifying code, just-in-time compilation, and in-process third-party binary sandboxing without scanning or rewriting instructions. This addresses recent challenges in JavaScript sandboxing, ranging from browsers and desktop applications to the cloud.
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Listing 2: DonkyLib user mode filters benefit from the full application context.

```c
int interpose_socket(int dom, int type, int prot) {
    if (CURRENT_DOMAIN != 0) {
        errno = EACCES;
        return -1;
    }
    return socket(dom, type, prot);
}

int interpose_open(const char *path, int flags) {
    if (!login || strchr(path, '/')) {
        errno = EACCES;
        return -1;
    }
    return open(path, flags);
}
```

Listing 2 shows how an application using Donky can constrain socket creation to the root domain (did=0) only (line 2). Furthermore, opening of files is bound to some login procedure via a global variable `login` and limited to the current directory (line 9).

Recent additions to the Linux kernel similarly allow such filters in userspace [18]. However, unlike Donky, it requires kernel interaction and a separate thread or process.